Light-weight flexible arms will most likely constitute the next generation robots due to their large payload carrying capacities at high speeds and less power demand. Control problem of robots with flexible members is more complex compared to rigid robots due to vibrations during the motion. This paper presents the social foraging behavior of Escherichia coli bacteria to optimize hybrid Fuzzy Precompensated Proportional -Derivative (PD) controller in trajectory control of two link rigid-flexible manipulator. Numerical simulation using the dynamic model of the two link rigid-flexible manipulator shows the effectiveness of the approach in trajectory tracking problems and the use of fuzzy precompensation has superior performance in terms of improvement in transient and steady state response, robustness to variations in loading conditions and ease to use in practice. Comparative evaluation with respect to genetic algorithm based optimization is presented to validate the controller design. The results presented emphasize that a satisfactory tracking precision could be achieved using hybrid Fuzzy Precompensated PD controller with bacterial foraging based optimization.
Introduction
The increased requirement for high performance robotic systems quantifies by a high speed of operation, high end position accuracy, and lower energy consumption has triggered vigorous research thrust in various multidisciplinary areas such as design and control of light weight flexible robot arms. 1 Their potential advantages over rigid ones 2 include less mass, faster operation, lower energy consumption, higher loadcarrying capability, wider operation range and so on. On the contrary, structural flexibility also gives rise to elastic deflections, distributed parameters, nonlinearity, strong coupling, non minimum phase etc. Therefore, improving the control performance under disturbances becomes a major issue .The control aim of motion control for flexible manipulator is to ensure the end position track the given trajectory accurately under the action of control torque of each joint. Many control methods have been proposed to control the flexible manipulators employing PD control, 3 adaptive control, 4, 5 computed torque method, 6 robust control, 7 sliding mode control 21 etc.
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) offer an attractive alternative to conventional model-based control schemes. An FLC is basically a model-free control paradigm, where the control signal is calculated by fuzzy inference rather than from the system dynamics. This property makes an FLC suitable for controlling nonlinear, uncertain or ill-understood dynamic systems such as flexible manipulator systems. It has also been proved that an FLC works well in situations where there is unknown variation in plant parameters and structures. 8, 9 For rigid-flexible systems the equations of motion can be described by hybrid ordinary partial differential equations. In Ref. 10 , the modes of vibration and the deflections of the beam, due to a force at the end, are calculated and a model of the complete arm is proposed. A. S. Yigit 3 also considered a rigid-flexible robot arm.
In his work, the flexible and the rigid parts were separated by use of an elbow and the aim was to analyze the stability of PD control for the problem. 13, 14 have studied tracking of a square trajectory by a two-link robot manipulator using inverse dynamics, optimal and fuzzy logic system control schemes based on rigid-link dynamics and a control law derived from proportional and derivative gains computed using the dominant vibration mode. Peng et al 15 proposed fuzzy composed controller with a nonlinear compensatory and a PD controller by considering both the static and dynamic control properties of the system. Development of bio-inspired swarm intelligence methodologies based on bacterial colony behavior is an emergent research area with similar population and evolution characteristics to those of genetic algorithms. 18, 19 However; it differentiates in emphasizing the cooperative behavior among group members. Swarm intelligence 16 is used to solve optimization and cooperative problems among intelligent agents, mainly in artificial network training, multiobjective optimization problems, cooperative and/or decentralized control, etc. Basically, chemotaxis is a foraging behavior that implements a type of optimization where bacteria try to climb up the nutrient concentration, avoiding noxious substances and search for ways of neutral media. Based on these biological concepts, the definition of an optimization model of Escherichia coli bacterial foraging 17 is possible.
The requirement of controllers with faster response and higher accuracy introduces a challenge that the researchers have faced in different ways. In this paper, an algorithm based on the foraging behavior of E-coli bacteria, found in the human intestine, is used to optimize the coefficients of the Fuzzy precompensation and PD controller for the trajectory control of two link rigid-flexible manipulator is proposed. Fuzzy precompensated PD controller mainly concentrates in improving the performance of the PD controllers when applied to flexible manipulator control problems in terms of robustness to variations in loading conditions, improvement in transient as well as steady-state performance, and ease to use in practice. Comparative evaluation with respect to genetic algorithm based optimization is presented to validate the controller design. The organization of the paper is as follows; Section 1 begins with the brief introduction of the problem and literature survey that was carried out. Section 2 describes the dynamics of two link rigid flexible manipulator dynamics. In Section 3, the design of hybrid fuzzy precompensated controller is carried out.. Section 4 describes the use of bacterial foraging for the proposed controller. Section 5 follows the simulation and results of the proposed approach. Section 6 concludes the findings and section 7 lists the references.
Two Link Rigid -Flexible Manipulator Dynamics
The Flexible manipulator used for simulation purpose is shown in Figure 1 . The arm used for simulation is a direct drive planar chain with two revolute joints and two links, the second of which the forearm is very flexible. A nonlinear dynamic model of the two link rigid flexible arm has been derived following a Lagrangian approach. Small deformations are assumed for the forearm, leading to a linear dynamics of the flexible part, so that the main nonlinearities in the model arise from the rigid body interactions between the two links. To compute the low frequency modes, the forearm link is considered as an Euler -Bernoulli beam of length l 2 and length of the rigid link as l 1 , uniform density ρ, and constant elastic properties EI. With reference to Figure 1 , for a link point
is the bending deflection measured from the axis passing through the center of mass of the forearm. Accordingly, θ 2 is the angle between this same axis and the first rigid links and θ 1 is the angle of first rigid link with X coordinate as shown in Figure 1 .
Considering the slewing nature of the forearm, deformation, eigen functions have been obtained in Ref. 20 . The second joint moment of inertia J 02 and the payload mass M P and the moment of inertia J P are explicitly included in the boundary conditions associated to the partial differential equation for w(x, t).
An approximation of order n of the deflection can be expressed as,
with the time varying coordinates associated to the mode shapes,
The coefficients C's are determined, up to a scaling factor which is chosen through normalization, from the imposed boundary conditions. The values β i are numerically obtained as the first n roots of the characteristic equation. Starting from the analysis, the lagrangian dynamics of the two link robot is derived in the standard way as, 
Since the eigen functions ) (x i φ automatically satisfy proper orthonormality conditions, relevant simplifications arise in the dynamic model. For control design purposes, we will consider only two modes of deformation, so that
Neglecting the Kinetic energy of the system which is quadratic or higher order in the deformation variables 
where the first zeros on the diagonal of D are due to the fact that the low friction at the joints is neglected. The above explicit expressions can be generalized to the case of n>2 modes in a straightforward way. And the tip deflection of the forearm is written as, 
Hybrid Fuzzy Precompensated PD Controller Design
Conventional control methods, such as PD and PID controllers, are widely used in industrial applications. Such controller suffers from the problem of large overshoots and undershoots in its output response when applied to systems containing distributed parameters, nonlinearity, strong coupling. In this work, a novel fuzzy logic-based precompensation approach for controlling system with high nonlinearity is attempted. The control structure consists of a fuzzy logic-based precompensator followed by a conventional PD controller.
PID Control
In this section we describe a general PD (ProportionalDerivative) controller for the control of rigid-flexible link arm. 
Fuzzy Precompensation
The fuzzy precompensator uses the desired position q d , and the plant output q, to generate a precompensated modified desired position Figure 2 in the overall block diagram of the hybrid fuzzy precompensated PD controller. Figure 3 shows the structure of Fuzzy controller. It consists of a preprocessing, fuzzification interface, knowledge base, fuzzy inference system, defuzzification interface and a post processing unit. The preprocessing block transforms the input (e and e & ) on the actual universe of discourse (UOD) to the normalized universe of discourse, using the input scaling factors K P, K D and K C for computational simplicity. The fuzzification block converts crisp inputs to appropriate fuzzy sets using the membership functions as shown in Figure 4 . The knowledge base provides the membership functions and the linguistic control rules.
Fuzzy Controller
The fuzzy inference engine performs fuzzy reasoning, based on the linguistic control rules, using Zadeh's compositional rule of inference. 22 The defuzzification block generates a crisp control output u(t) by utilizing the centre of gravity method, Table 1 shows the rules of Fuzzy precompensated PD control and Figure 5 represents the output surface of the fuzzy precompensated controller with the rule base. 
Bacterial Foraging
This paper considers the foraging behavior of E. coli, which is a common type of bacteria. 17 Its behavior to move comes from a set of up to six rigid 100-200 rps spinning flagella, each driven as a biological motor. An E. coli bacterium alternates between running and tumbling. Running speed is 10-20 μm/sec, but they cannot swim straight. The main goal based on bacterial foraging is to apply in order to find the minimum of
, not in the gradient
here, when φ is the position of a bacterium, and ) (φ J is an attractant-repellant profile. That is, it means where nutrients and noxious substances are located, so
> 0 represent the presence of nutrients, a neutral medium and the presence of noxious substances, respectively can be shown by,
Eq. (19) represents the positions of each member in the population of the N bacteria at the j th chemotactic step, k th reproduction step, and l th elimination-dispersal event.
Basically, chemotaxis is a foraging behavior that implements a type of optimization where bacteria tries to climb up the nutrient concentration (find lower and lower values of ) (φ J ), avoid noxious substances, and search for ways out of neutral media. It implements a biased random walk. This paper describes the method in the form of an algorithm to search optimal values of Hybrid Fuzzy precompensated PD controller parameters discussed above. The overall block diagram of the same is shown in figure 6 .
In this paper, the bacterial foraging scheme has been used for the optimization of controller parameters shown in Figure 6 . The integral square error (ISE) performance index is used as the objective function "J " for optimization
Here in our simulation for tuning the fuzzy precompensated PD contoller, dimension of search space is 7 with 10 numbers of bacteria, 4 number of chemotactic steps, length of the swim and number of reproduction steps as 4, and 2 number of elimination dispersal events is considered. 
Simulation and Results
In this section, the simulation was run under MATLAB 7.01 with Fuzzy Logic Toolbox 2.2 (R14SP1). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Fuzzy precompensated PD controller optimized by bacterial foraging algorithm, the dynamic model of two link rigid flexible arm is considered. The flexible robot arm considered is characterized by following data in Table  2 ; Table 2 . Simulation parameters Figure 7 shows the desired joint position profiles for the simulation to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Figure 8 shows the modified or compensated desired position ) (t q i for i=1, 2 using fuzzy precompensation. Figure 9 shows the Joint position error profiles for the two joints using the proposed bacterial foraging optimized fuzzy precompensated PD controller (BFFPPDC). The same controller is compared by optimizing with genetic algorithm and is shown in figure 10 . Table 3 constitutes the integral square errors for the two joints using the proposed bacterial foraging optimized fuzzy precompensated PD controller (BFFPPDC) and genetic algorithm optimized fuzzy precompensated PD controller (GAFPPDC). It is found from the simulation results that the tracking error is reduced to a great extent by applying our proposed approach. This is demonstrated by the calculation of integral square error for various joints as seen in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
The bacterial foraging (BF) algorithm is used to optimize the gains of hybrid fuzzy precompensated PD controller for a two link rigid-flexible manipulator in trajectory tracking applications. Also, the proposed fuzzy logic based precompensation scheme consisting f fuzzy PD precompensator and a conventional PD Controller has superior steady state and transient performance, good stabilization and tracking performance compared to a conventional PD controller.An advantage of our present approach is that an existing PD controller can be easily modified into our control structure by simply adding a fuzzy precompensator. The proposed bacterial foraging (BF) algorithm is compared with genetic algorithm (GA) and it is found that BF converges faster than GA and shows much superior performance in terms of joint errors and computational time. Optimization of fuzzy membership functions with bacterial foraging and comparison with other swarm intelligence based techniques will be of further study. 
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